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Design story

GTWood is the new bench that features unmistakable 
aesthetics, sleek lines and perfect practicality. Attention 
to detail and careful manufacturing make it perfect for 
isolated or intensive use, ensuring contemporary form 
and function in any configuration. Integration of the seat 
and backrest in one seamless piece gives the structure 
even more added value in terms of functionality and 
robustness.

With its lightweight linear design, the new GTWood 
bench stands out for its many possible different uses: 
in co-working spaces and meeting areas, cafeterias, 
restaurants or break zones, and even in any traditional 
waiting area, such as post offices, banks, medical centres 
and hospitals, airport terminals and railway stations.

GTWood combines comfort with aesthetics and, 
depending on the version, offers seating for up to five 
people without compromising on its design.

All of GTWood’s structural elements are made of durable, 
high-quality materials that require minimal maintenance 
while featuring exclusive eye-pleasing design in each 
of its many configurations. The continuously moulded 
shell in multilayer wood has a minimal, almost invisible, 
frame and adapts to the shape of the body thanks to 
its ergonomics and integration of the backrest and seat 
in one seamless piece. Offering an excellent level of 
comfort, it is pleasant to the touch and at the same time 
guarantees resistance to heavy use.
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2 seater veneer
seats upholstered in veneer, base in polished aluminium

4 seater veneer
seats upholstered in veneer, base in polished aluminium
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Specifications

Shell: The GTWood seat shell has an ergonomic shape that 
comfortably supports the user’s body thanks to integration of 
the seat and backrest in one seamless piece. The contoured 
edge at the front of the seat shell further enhances comfort 
to maintain comfortable healthy posture.
The seats are modular and can be combined to form 
compositions of various lengths. 
The shell is made of continuously moulded multilayer wood 
veneered in oak-effect wood and is available in various 
colours. The shell can be supplied with cushions on the seat 
in fabric, the customer’s fabric, leather or faux leather 

Base: The bases are in coated or polished die-cast 
aluminium.

Feet: The feet have an interchangeable plastic or felt insert, 
suitable for delicate floors (wood, ceramic, marble), available 
on request.
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Dimensions

H=83cm | mid backrest

GWW.350 | mid backrest GWW.450 | mid backrest GWW.550 | mid backrest

GTWood Mid backrest

GTWood - L=172,5
without seat cushions

GTWood - L=230
without seat cushions

GTWood - L=287,5
without seat cushions
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Colours and finishes

47 | Polished

Base            
Aluminium

Sheel

085 | Natural oak

Veneer

A22 | Black

Painted aluminium
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